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Rec Center costs to exceed $33 million

By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer

Two student officers discovered
last week that total expenditures required for completion of the Rec
Center will exceed $33 million.
They knew about millions of dollars in cost overruns for the facility,
originally contracted for $18 million. Associated Students President
Terry McCarthy said.
However, they did not know
about additional expenses that would
bring the total project costs to nearly
$34 million.
McCarthy and Leigh Kirnisse. director of California State Affairs, received the news at a meeting of the
California State University Chancellor’s review committee in Long
Beach Jan. 31.
"We were pretty shocked."’

Final price nearly doubled;
Student officers ’shocked’
Kirmsse said.
During the meeting, a draft summary of Rec Center expenses totaling $33.925.556 ss as presented by
John Hilly ard. assistant vice chancellor of auxiliary and business services.
These expenses include $26.2
million in "final total costs" for
Roebbelen Engineering Inc.. according to Professional Management Associates’ final status report. which
was also presented at the meeting.
Additional items listed in Hill

yard’s summary are seating. sound
and lighting systems, architectural
services, site inspection. construction management and equipment.
Also included are bond sale expenses. loan interest and a variety of
related items. The cost of these items
totals more than $7 million.
Hilly aid w as unavailable for comment.
Additional costs for the Rec Center were no surprise to John Richardson, CalitOrnia State Students Association liaison to the chancellor.

How cs er. he was shocked by the
total cost, he said.
A communication problem at
SJSU may be responsible for the
A.S. officers’ lack of knowledge
about the extra costs, Richardson
said.
SJSU students and officers should
have been more ill% ()Red in the project. McCarthy and Kirmsse agreed.
The students thought they were
paying for a $17.9 million recreation
center, McCarthy said. Nt M they
have to pay for almost $8.5 million
in construction overruns plus the additional costs of the project. he said.
Because the Rec Center is not
funded by the state, all expenses
must be paid by student union fees.
McCarthy said.
ii s supposed to be a student See REC. baCk /WC

’It’s supposed to be
a student-owned
building, but it’s
actually managed,
by the chancellor’s
office.’
Terry McCarthy,
A.S. president

Hoffman closes door
on returning players

Cloud’s eye -view

Hy Robert Mallard
Daily staff writer
SJSIT’s eight remaining boycotting basketball play ers who offered to return to the team were refused bs
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman after he rejected Weil
demands.
In the proposed compromise, the players agreed to
play for Head Coach Bill Berry for the remainder of his
contract.
This decision follows Thursday’s ruling that found
two negotiating players. David Hollaw ay and Angelo
Foccia. in \ iolation of NCAA regulations.
The eight players asked that Berry be monitored by
an outsider and that his assistant coaches have more authority in practices. They also requested that Berry’s involvement he limited, both on game days and during
practice, said Hoffman.
The former team members also requested that Berry
talk to them through his assistants. Hoffman added.
In turning down the proposed compromise, Hoffman
said Berry’s responsibilities would not he altered in any
way.
"The university made a decision two weeks ago and
wouldn’t compromise it," he said.
Anthony Perry, a senior guard and one sri the original
10 boycotting phi\ ers. said tise former players were present at the meeting to discuss the compromise. They
were Perry. Dietrich Waters, Tony Farmer, Rodney
Scott and Sean I )zis is
Berry wasn’t ins ited to the meeting.
Negotiations have not yet been closed, according to
Hoffman.
Attorney Paul Mon/ione said it would he hest for the

’He (Hoffman) said we don’t
need you.’

Dietrich Waters,
former center

boycotters to meet haltw ay , itier discussing matters w ith
unis et-sits counsel. said Waters.
No contact has been made between the attorneys for
either side. Hoffman said He added that the boycotters’
attitudes were good, and they were never belligerent.
’There were frank discussions. They were not tense
and there were no attitude problems." he said.
Hoffman said that Waters called him at home
Wednesday night to discuss a meeting between the two
sides. Farmer stopped by Hoffman’s office Thursday
morning to set up the 1:30 meeting.
The players came to Hoffman with what they believed was a fair solution. said Waters.
In response. Hoffman told them that the plav ers did
not run the program and therefore should not make the
decisions He also said the school had a committment to
the replaceinent player.. said Waters.
"He sand we don’t need you tint so many words)."
said Waters.
Perry said
’’They didn’t want to negotiate at
’We’re through negotiating...
Perry claimed the former players haw been treated
unfairly both this year and last. Hoffman tries to he neutral. Perry said. hut Hoffman has a commitment to
See HOFFMAN. bin k page

Union makes charges

Parking increase disputed
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer

With the return of the rains, Sitil students were
forced to open up their dusty umbrellas. The rain

Lisa Isaacs Daily staff photographer
is a neleome relief after a dry %tinter. The rain is
expected to last until %Nednesday.

The California State University
Board of Trustees has the funds to
build new parking structures and
didn’t have to raise student parking
permit fees to $81, the president of
the SJSU chapter of the faculty
union charged Friday.
Officials at (’Ski headquarters in
long Beach bitterly denied this ac
cusation, saying the fee increase is
necessary to support parking structure construction over the next five
years.
And in a rare display of unity.

Bus schedules conflict
CalTrain station in downtown San
Jose.

students should base to pas. the increase.
Parking costs for students lumped
front 75 cents per day to *ritt I per seper (la> last semester.
mester. or
The A S will consider a resolu
thin at its next meeting that asks the
faculty to pay the increased tees.
We !rase data that show s (the
Trustees r can gir ahead and build
without I ,iisriic teds,said Scott
Rice. an English pi rtes.iri and chapter pi esnlent ot iti (
S., PIRA /

(
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Controversy develops over proxy votes

’The scheduling is
ridiculous. It
causes me to be
late to work.’

The
conductor
yells.
"All
aboard!’’
Moments later, the silver coach
edges away from the platform.
bound for San Francisco.
As the train pulls away, the numNancy Amberg,
ber 65 bus from SJSU pulls into the
SJSU transit rider
station.
It’s 12:01 p.m.
According to city -issued timetamouth the whole bus ride hopbles, the bus and train are right on in my
train would leave late.
time. The bus is scheduled to arrive ing the
Amberg drives to school this seone minute after the Southern Pacific
mester because of the "bad ’ bus
leaves.
scheduling.
As a result. SJSU student Nancy
The time conflict is still un
Amberg must wait two more hours
changed.
for the next train to Menlo Park.
County transit system officials say
"The scheduling is ridiculous,"
researched the problem.
said Amberg, a senior majoring in they have
have no plans to rempolitical science. "It causes me to he but currently
situation.
two hours late to work. When I took edy the
’It would be impossible for our
the train last semester, my heart was
See BUSES, back page

fund new parking garage construction. therefore, neither teachers nor

Ban decision delayed

By Andrew H. Channing
Daily staff writer
It’s high noon at the Bird Avenue

members of the SJSU Associated ’
Students agreed with the CSU Trustees’ assessment of the situation.
The dispute conies as the CSII and
the C:1100’711,1 Faculty Association
enter a fact-linding process to determine whether the faculty must pay
the new parking fees.
Faculty members at S.ISt pay
about $30 per semester for a parking
permit. A clause in their contract demands that any increase in lees he
subject to mediation between the
trustees and the union.
Instructors contend that the (’Ski
has enough money in reserves to

Hy Stesen Must!
Daily staff writer

Mike Dafferner - Daily staff photographer

Chris \Loll doesn’t think the bon proposal will pass

After discussing the pi oblem for a
year. the Campus Planning (’ommittee’s decision on whether to completely ban bicycles and skateboards
on campus will he delayed even
longer.
The issue went up before the committee for the third time during the
Dec. 9 meeting when the A.S. made
an alternate proposal suggesting banning bicycles and skateboards in sensitive areas during peak pedestrian
hours.
The planning committee put the
A.S. proposal to a roll -call vote.
where it was defeated. Following the
vote. A.S. President Terry McCarthy asked to see the forms authori/mg non -board members to vote on
the proposal, according to Ron
lynch. A.S. vice president
"When they couldn’t produce Ithe

proxies). the meeting ended." said

Lynch.
However, proxies. or substitute
voters, are not allowed V, ohm the
committee. according to Wiggs
vertsen. head of the Academic Senate.
"There were people soling ia ho
said.shtnldn’t have been." Sivertsen
Although the matter has unit been
officially referred to the Acade
Senate.tirade , recommendations have been
"I asked them to compromise."
said Sivensen. "I suggested painting
bicycle lanes on the sidewalk
Lynch agreed to further compromise, but said, "Ed prefer no ban at
allThe Campus Planning Committee
has a different view of the issue.
Sec HAN, hack page
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Haven’t I seen you...

Leah
Pets

Once upon a time
George Bush and George Deukmejian
need to talk.
"Hey, George," Bush could say to
Duke.
"Yes, Mr. President?"
"Look, George, a new breeze is
blowing here in Washington, but you’re
making it look like a bunch of hot air with
that California budget of yours."
"What do you mean, sir?"
Well, take those cutbacks for the poor,
elderly and disabledI promised in my
inaugural speech to increase peace and
prosperity, and then you go and deny cost
of living increases for welfare families
and other unfortunates."
"I didn’t know everyone was supposed
to prosper...’’
Bush interrupts.
"And what about those students, the
hope of the future? We’ll have a bunch of
illiterates running the nation because no
one will be able to afford the 10 percent
increase in college tuition fees."
"Well, it’s their fault for wanting so
much money to go to public schools and
community colleges."
"OK, you got me there. But I’ve got
work to do, darn it! There are the
homeless, lost and roaming. And with
your threat to cut funds to state mental
hospitals the homeless will be lost,
roaming and mentally ill."
"Then there are the children who have
nothing, no love and normalcy. Don’t you
dare limit spending on child-welfare
services programs. Besides, there wouldn’t
be so many unwanted children if you
would approve California’s $36 million
family-planning program. With birth
control we wouldn’t need to worry about
abortions. And then we wouldn’t have to
force our own religious beliefs on the
citizens of this countrywe are supposed
to be a free society, ya know."
"But that seems so logical, sir,"
"Pretty scary, huh? But those people
elected us on the premise that we would
act that way."
two pause briefly, thinking about
The
the idea of serving the people, all
the people.
"Oh yeah, there are those who cannot
free themselves of enslavement to
whatever addiction. If you don’t cut
alcohol and drug-treatment programs we
can get people to just say no. Then the
scourge of illegal drugs will stop."
Bush and Deukmejian will stay on the
phone for hours because there is much to
talk about. But the good and courageous
American people will happily pay the bill
when the two iron out their differences,
making kinder the face of themation and
gentler the face of the world.
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Campus Voice

We the people means we pay the bill
Rich MacKinnon is studying
political science at SJSU. He is
replying to the Feb. 2 editorial on
whether or not to help ailing
savings and loan institutions.
Thrift bailouts are fair to the
public. The plight of the insolvent
institutions is a result of
questionable business practices by a
minority of thrifts coupled with the
greedy nature of public making for
an easy target. But the greedy
public is not any more greedy than a
public seeking a deal. That is what
they were afterunusually high
interest rates on their savings. A
risk -free venture backed by the
federal government’s FSLIC
guarantee.
This set of circumstances created
an unnatural existence for ailing
thrifts in what should have been a
survival -of-the-fittest market. As
thrifts approached bankruptcy due
to poor, often risky investments,
they merely had to raise their
interest rates to attract more
depositors and their money. Rates
suspiciously rose above market
levels, but the depositors flocked
with abundance because they knew
the federal government was behind
them. Call it naivete, call it greed,
call it exploitation, call it unwary.
So now that the total tririft debt
is estimated between $40 and $100
billion, what do we the people do?
Should we meet the obligation of
insuring the funds of the greedy,
naive, exploited, and unwary?
As much as we like to scapegoat
the formless entity known as the
federal government, we often forget
that it is our collective entity that
gives the federal government its

,

In the middle of things
Editor,
Reading the first few issues of your newspaper gives
me reason for optimism; it seems that you are intent on
directing a course back toward the mainstreamin
contrast to last semester’s paper, in my opinion an
aberration which should, using the words of Ronald
Reagan, "be consigned to the ash heap of history."
The true function of a campus newspaper must be to
try to some extent to reflect the opinions and concerns
of the majority (not a minority) of students. One of the
benefits of the setup here also is that there is a constant
turnover of staff, which does not allow an elitist clique
to take control for long.
Anyone who doesn’t understand what I mean should
try reading the equivalent organs at Berkeley or U.C.
Santa Cruz.
Keep up the good work.
Martin Pellet
Senior
Business Administration

We insure each
other all the time:
auto, health, dental
and life. I trust you
won’t wreck your
car too often and
you trust me to
repay my school
loans.
form. The obligation to the
depositors is the same obligation
that we have to each other. We
expect certain things as Americans,
and among these is a government
that we can trust. Our country does
not
operate
a
cash-only
businessthere is a lot of lending
and borrowing on mutual trust.
If the federal government does
not make good on the FSLIC
insured deposits, then the mutual
trust will be in jeopardy. Our
banking system relies on having its
deposits insured by someone whom
everyone can trust. That someone is
me and you. We insure each other
all the time: auto, health, dental and
life. I trust you won’t wreck your
car too often and you trust me to
repay my school loans. Our actions
affect each other.
Now it is reasonable that you
may not trust me personally as
much as our insurance company.
You may not accept my personal
check. If your insurance company’s

check bounces, you get angry and
expect payment. If the federal
government bounces a check or
fails to pay you what is owed, you
feel betrayed. Suddenly, the
government’s credit seems less
secureif the FSLIC is a risk then
so might the FDIC, U.S. savings
bonds, and federal payroll checks.
Can the IRS be trusted to refund
your excess withholding? If we
can’t count on the government to
make good, we are in for problems.
There is no question that the
FSLIC must repay the depositors
and shut down insolvent thrifts. The
federal government must live up to
our trust. The only money the
Federal government can spend is
ours. It could raise taxes, it could
manipulate the FED, it could cut
services, but it ultimately will come
out of everyone’s pockets. We must
all pay so that the relative few we
insured with our government will
get their money back. Our
government’s reputation and credit
is at stake. If we did not bail the
minority out, would you place your
money in an FSLIC -insured
account in the future?
The survival of our current
system relics on 100 percent
security in everything it puts its
name to. Uncle Sam issued a blank
check to these thrifts and now it is
up to us to make good. We need to
bail out the thrifts. We need to
return the deposits of the
Americans who trusted us to insure
them. We need to be careful about
who we issue blank checks to in the
future. We need to hope that those
depositors become wary and
remember there ain’t no such thing
as a free lunch.
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A WE WILL TAKE CARE OF THEM
THRouGH NEW HOUSING AND
sitELTER POLICIES.
B. wE will GROW OuR WAY
OUT OF THEM.
0 WE WILL HOPI THU,’ GO
AWAY BY THEMSELVES.

A. WE WILL Fot THEM WITH
TAYES AND SPENDING CvTS.
R WE WILL Gnaw OUR way
OUT OF THEM
k) L41 WILL HOPE THEY Go
AWAY BY THEMSE INES.
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I am often haunted by my past.
I don’t mean things of a sordid nature, such
as a Mafia hit man searching for me in the
Secret Witness Program. Through some eerie
quirk of the cosmos I cannot fathom, every so
often I get an unexpected tap on the shoulder
by that tickle finger of fate. It’s disconcerting.
It happened again, Thursday before last.
On the first day of classes for this semester,
history once again caught me by surprise.
As I surveyed the newsroom, watching
green reporters arrive by the dozens, he
walked in.
I saw him out of the corner of my eye, this
tall, friendly stranger with an easy grin. He
hesitated, as many others had done, probably
wondering if he was in the right place.
As it turned out, he was in the wrong place,
but at the right time.
He was at my side.
"Hey, I know you," he exclaimed, shaking
his finger at me.
That’s the oldest line in the book.
"No, really, you look familiar," he insisted
at the amused look on my face.
I looked into gentle gray eyes with a
twinge of recognition Something about the
squareness of his jaw and the sprinkle of
freckles across the bridge of his nose tugged
at my memory.
"It’s possible," I conceded warily, then
smiled. "Tell me your name."
"Mitch Lilly." He watched me expectantly.
The room rocked as the memory clicked
into place.
"No way!" I shook my head in amazement.
"Did you go to Arizona Western College
about 11 years ago?"
"AWC! In Yuma, Arizona! That’s it!" He
hadn’t connected yet. "But how do I know
you?"
We were both on the staff of The Western
Press, the campus newspaper. He was a
sports writer; I was the editor-in-chief.
That night I dug out my old dusty issues of
the Western Press and reflected on the days of
yesteryear Mitch had unwittingly brought to
the present.
Ironically, one of the first experiences I had
with this phenomenon of colliding with my
past was at AWC.
I dropped in on my journalism professor at
his office one spring morning in 1977. He
was staring balefully at a three-foot stack of
books. It was yearbook season, and thousands
of high schools in the nation had entered their
annuals into competition, mailing them to an
address somewhere in Nebraska. From there
the tomes were sent out to a dozen or so
yearbook judges around the country.
Steve Carlson was one of those judges.
He began lecturing on the finer points of
yearbook judging. To emphasize a point, he
instructed me to pick up the annual on the top
of the stack. I was to flip through the mosaics
of smiling faces until I found a girl named
"Shelia." Shcilas, he explained, invariably
had their names misspelled. Points were
deducted for such a faux pas.
I found one. Examining the photo of the
poor child who would go down in the annals
of her school history with the misnomer of
"Shelia," I saw him.
A familiar boyish grin under the same
awful bowl haircut I remembered so well
stared up at me.
It was a picture of Tim Hieben, a boy I had
gone to high school with two years before in
Kabul, Afghanistan. The yearbook was from
Kansas.
A few years later, it happened again.
Graduated and married, my husband and I had
just moved to Bakersfield. After the birth of
our first daughter, I went to work at a tiny
mom-and-pop graphics shop downtown.
One afternoon I found myself alone in the
lunchroom with Bridget, a somewhat
obnoxious young woman. I didn’t much care
for her, but on that day she seemed inclined to
chat.
We got onto the subject of maiden names.
She informed me that hers was Glidden, like
the paint.
I told her I knew some Gliddcns once. But
they probably weren’t related, because they
were from Nebraska.
Bridget sat up straight and said she was
from Nebraska.
Oh, I said, she probably didn’t know my
friends because I’d gone to school with them
in Afghanistan.
She stood up and screamed that her
cousins had gone to school in Afghanistan.
As my past lengthens, I continue to
experience these pangs of deja vu.
Sometimes they slip past before I can really
grasp the memory, relegated to the continuous
cycle that may one day repeat itself. But
sometimes, as with Mitch, it’s a pleasant
surprise to put the brakes on a busy life and
look at where I’ve come from.
It’s a haunting I can live with.
Sallie
Mattison
Editor/News.
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Residence halls search
for diversity, role models
By Matthevi D. Anderson
Daily staff writer
SJSU residence halls are signing up resident adv isers
for next year.
Any SJSU student can be one of 54 R. A.’s to serve
as role models for the 2,100 students living on campus.
R.A. recruitment is underway until Feb. 17. Students
can apply in the housing office located in Joe West Hall.
Each applicant must meet minimum qualifications,
such as an overall GPA of 2.3, full-time enrollment status, and a commitment to work the entire academic year.
Resident advisers receive free room and board for
their services.
The housing office hopes to receive a wide range of
applications from students with diverse backgrounds.
"We’re looking for students who can work well with
others," said Jean Marie Scott. associate director of residential life. "You don’t already have to he living here on
campus in order to become an R.A. We are looking for
maturity and openness. R. A.’s need to have assertiveness and confrontation
skills to deal with a variety of situations, Scott said.
Applicants will answer questions about group set-

3

Got the point

tings and display their one-on-one skills. In the group situation, they will have to deal with such topics as power,
culture, conflict and values.
Scott encourages current R.A. ’s to reapply to help
create better balance within the staff.
Being an R.A. is "the best leadership role you can
have on any campus.- Scott said. Not only does it help
you as a person, she said, but it looks good professionally.
Scott hopes many students consider becoming an
R.A., not only because of the financial benefits, but the
personal ones as well.
One floor in each hall is designated as a special interest floor. Interests include health and fitness, science and
technology, intensive academic studies, and a multi -cultural atmosphere.
Allen. Markham. and Moulder halls are on Ninth
Street between San Carlos and San Salvador. Hoover.
Royce and Washburn halls are on Eighth Street. Joe
West Hull is behind the aquatic center, and Spartan Village is on 10th Street near south campus.
For more information contact the residential life office.

Possible juror: North case is ’boring’
The
(AP)
WASHINGTON
judge at Oliver North’s Iran -Contra
trial selected four more people as
prospective jurors late last week. including one who said she doesn’t
pay attention to news because it’s

’depressing’ and thinks the controversy over North is "boring."
The woman, a secretary to a hospital director, said her mother, who
lives with her, pays such close :mention to current events that "I call her

’news media’.’’
When her mother approaches her
about the news, "I always tell her to
get out of my room. I don’t want to
hear it," said the woman.

Fencing student Loin oahos (left) lunges at instructor Peter Burt hard. oahos is being given a

Shelley Scott - Daily staff photographer
private lesson in front of Spartan Complex.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily cakndar
far SJSU student, faculty and stag
organkations. Items may he submitted on pro’s in the Daily office,
Dwight Hemel Hall Rmm 208, hut
will not he accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s puhlicatam is noon.

TODAY
SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: First
Meeting/Practice. 3 p.m., Spartan
Complex Room 202. For more information call 258-0800
United Campus Christian Ministry: Prayer Group. 3:30 p.m., 300
South Tenth Street. For information
call 298-0204.
A.S.
Intercultural
Steering
Committee: Meeting, 3 p.m.,S.0 .
Montalvo Room. For information
call 292-31.97.
Ohana of Hawaii: Recruitment
table, 10 a.m., In front of Student
Union. For more information call
924-7942.
Chicano Library Resource Center: Brown Bag (lunch) Seminar Series-Speaker, or. Elihu Carrania.
noon, Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. For more information
call 924-2707 or 924-2815.
A.S. Leisure Services: Sign up
for evening Calligraphy class, 9
a.m.. A.S. Business Office. For information call 924-5961.
Chemistry Department: Seminar. 4:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall Room

135. For more information call 9245000.
Career Planning and Placement: Career Resource Center tour,
2:30 p.m., Business Classrooms
Room 13. For information call 9246033.
Clark Library: Library tours.
1:30 and 4:30 p.m.. Clark Library.
For inforniation call 924-2752.
IS DAY
Ohana of Hawaii: Meeting, 7
p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more information call 924-7942.
Career Planning and Placement: Resume preparation. 1:30
p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room. For
information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement: Summer job hunting techniques. 12:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 9246033.
Clark library: Library tours.
11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., Clark Library. For information call 9242752.
Career Planning and Placement: Career Resource Center tour,
2:30 p.m.. Business Classroom
Room 13. For information call 9246033.
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship: Meeting. 7 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room.
SJSU Film Production Club:
Meeting, 2 p.m.. Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 221. For more information
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Late Text No Problem!
Attention Professors:

call 924-4571.
Economic Students’ Association: Meeting. 1:30 and 2:45 p.m..
S.U. Montalvo Room.
Delta Sigma Phi: Spring Fashion
Show, noon, S.U. Loma Prieta
Room. For more information call
298-7555.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Meeting, 7:15 p.m.. S.U. Council
Chambers. For more information
call 294-4249.
Marketing Club: Hewlett Packard careers in International Marketing. 3:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan
Room. For information call 733-

1931’1.

WEDNISDAY
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting.
4:30 p.m.. Dwight Bente! Hall
Room 205. For more information
call 293-4174.
IRM Club: Speaker: Paul Erlhoff, 4:30 p.m.. S.1.1. Costanoan
Room.
SJSU Art Department Galle"Embracing
Exhibition:
ries:
Change:. begins today through
March 2, all day, Art Building Gallery One. For information call 9244328.

The Forerunners: Bible Study,
7:30 p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room.
For information call 924-7939.
Career Planning and Placement: Co-op orientation, 10:00
a.m., S.U. Almaden Room. For
more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement: Career Resource Center Tour,
2:30 p.m., BUSiTICSN (’lassnxnns
Room 13. For information call 9246033.

THURSDAY
Association of Rock -n -Roll:
Meeting, 7:31) p.m.. SA 1. Pacheco

(Betw149g151111 th)
Not all services available at all locations

kinkoss

the copy center

Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon, S.U. Montalvo Room.
For information call 298-0204.
Gay and Lesbain Alliance:
Group Discussion. 4:30 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room. For more information call 236-2002.
Women’s Basketball: Versus
CSU Fullerton. 730 p.m.. Spartan
Complex Room 89. For more information call 924-1446.

When your
college studies
are finished.
Apple, for the education of a lifetime.
Apple is looking for people to lead us into the 1990’s.
People with a flair for extraordinary approaches to problem solving. You’ll shape the direction of
a company that’s changing the world. In doing so, you’ll exercise the power of ideas. Nurture
different points of view. And, discover the excitement of making
a meaningful difference. At Apple. And, in the world.
With Apple, business as usual is the business of learning. It is the education of a lifetime.
If you’re an Engineering student interested in a career in
Manufacturing; a Graduate Engineering student; or an
MBA in Finance, we invite you to learn more about Apple.
Stop by our presentation at San Jose State on:
Costanoan Room
Tuesday, February 7 11:00-1:00 Student Union
Apple Computer hat a corporate commitment I,, Me pnnople of diversity In that spurt, We Weltlyne applications from JIIindisItIll:111 including isi ’men
minonties and diwNed indn duals. (01989 Apple Cu impuier, Inc Apple and the Apple kiwi are registered trademarks of Apple I impoter In,

For more infor lation, including Apple’s on-campus schedule for the year,
contact the Placement Office.

When the term has begun and your textbooks are still not in stock, call
Kinko’s Copy Center. We will contact the publishers and, with permission.
reproduce the first chapters of the hook so your students can stay on
schedule. You can depend on Kinko’s.
310 S. 3rd Street
(Acrosi from Donald’s)
29-4336
5
481 E. San Carlos St.

Room. For more information call
287-6417.

The power to be your best.’
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Spring fashions offer variety, comfort with less pastels
By Elizabeth James
Daly staff writer
Fashion hounds will soon be able
to pack away those dreary winter
garments and make room for the
fresh look of spring.
If local clothing retailers are true
to their word, fashions this
upcoming season promise to be
comfortable and versatile, and to
offer a full spectrum of hues.
"Women’s clothes are being geared
for comfort as well as style," said
Laura Gedymin, co-manager of the
Limited at Valley Fair shopping
mall. "In our Outback Red line the
look is classic. Raw silk walking
shorts paired with a camp shirt and
tennis sweater vest is one of our
hottest selling outfits.
"Washable rayon outfits are also
popular because they hang nicely on
most people and are easy to care
for," she said.
Forenza is showing a younger
look. Over-sized tees and cardigans
worn over slim leggings is one hot
combination, Gedymin said.
Cropped rayon pants with matching
tops in wild geometric prints is
another. Tye -dye tees are also
popular and are usually matched
with cut-off shorts.
"Our colors are not your normal
pastels," Gedymin said. "We’re
seeing a lot more mustard yellows,
olive greens and tan. They’re much
more subdued."
"The native look’ is the theme for
our accessories," Gedymin said.

"Lots of multi -strand beaded
(necklaces) or silver beads with
colored stones necklaces look great
with our outfits. Lots of bracelets
and
bangles worn together
complement most outfits."
Also, scarves will continue to be a
popular accessory this spring,
Gedymin said.
"The spring fashions are unusual
because they appeal to all age
groups," Gedymin said. "We have
everything from classic to wild and
primitive."
Kelly Poteet, co -manager of
Limited Express at Valley Fair,
foresees bright colors as the "in thing" for spring.
"Anything with an international
flair, like T-shirts or sweatshirts
with European logos are very
popular," Poteet said. "T-shirts are
really hot items, as are tank tops
and flip-top denim shorts."
Poteet said their hottest selling
accessory is a picture frame pin
with moving parts.
Judy’s hot spring item is jean
overall shorts in bright colors,
neons, and pure white, according to
Assistant Manager Libby Petter.
Cropped pants and ripped jeans
with patches have also acen good
sellers, she said.
Men’s clothing will be bright and
baggy, said Roxanne Thomas,
manager of Limited Express at
Vallco Fashion Park.
"Plaids and stripes are hot for
men," she said. "Baggy pants paired

with T-shirts is a great outfit.
Neutral bottoms with melon or
turquoise tees is a look to watch
for."
"Any shade of purple is going to
be hot," said Turi Honeggar of
GHQ. "Neutral bottoms and bright
tops, like tees or mock turtlenecks ,
is a hot combination. Baggy shorts
are going to be the look this
season."
Something new in men’s fashions
is the conscious effort to match
socks with outfits, he said. Mens
pouches, brooches, sunglasses and
wild ties are also popular.
Suits are being cut a little

differently this spring, Honeggar
said.
"Broader shoulders and tapered
waists are what’s new," he said.
"This is because of the fitness
craze. Guys want to show off their
bodies. Glen plaids, stripes and
color woven in are the more popular
styles."
"I find that spring fashions seem
to be very versatile," said Kathleen
Podrasky, a junior majoring in
advertising. "They will easily carry
over into summer, possibly fall
when the weather is still warm. I
like the darker colors that I’ve seen
better then pastels."

hotos by Lisa Isaacs -- Daily staff photographer
1% alking shorts paired oith a camp shirt and tennis svieater %est. classic
polka dot prints and primitise jeoelry are hot selling items this spring.
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RESERVE

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

CORPS

CLARK LIBRARY TOURS
FEBRUARY 6 - 10
FEBRUARY 20 - 24
FOR INFORMATION CALL

924-2752

In Memory of
Joseph John Novotny
9/12/1966
to
2/ 1 /1 989

You’ll live in our hearts
Love, the Brothers
forever.
of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
AEKAB

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?
Try our sell-paced learning programs in French,
German. Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text tapes, software and video.

CASH IN
ON GOOD GRADES.
If you’re a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship. From Army ROTC.
An Army ROTC three-year scholarship
is worth over $7,000 at SJSU and includes
tuition, most books and fees, plus $100 per
school month. It also pays off with leadership experience and officer credentials to
future employers.
Apply now. Contact George Jicha, Room
309, MacQuarrie Hall, 924-2926.

BASIC SPANISH
4A. 413, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

Call 924-4602
or come to Foreign Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219

AMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TAU

ly
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Awareness
Month,
Wednesday Night Cinema
will feature "To be Young,
Gifted and Black" at 7 p.m.
and 10 p.m. in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium. The film
is based on the life
experiences of writer and
playwright
Lorraine
Hansberry. Tickets are $2.
Sponsored by the A.S.
Program
Board.
For
information call the Events
Report Line at 924-6261.
A joint lecture on T.S. Eliot
will be given by Donald Hall,
winner of the 1989 National
Book Critics Circle Award for
Poetry, and noted poetry
scholar
Hugh
Kenner
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
Engineering
Building
Auditorium. This will be the
final program of the "T.S.
Eliot:
Contemporary
Perspectives" colloquium. For
information
on
the
colloquium, co-sponsored by
San Jose Center for Poetry
and Literature and the English
department, call 924-4598.
The notorious Dell ’Arte
Players will take a peep at
’safe sex’ in their production
of "Performance Anxiety,"
appearing Thursday through
Saturday at the University
Theatre in Hugh Gillis Hall.
Tickets are $10/general and
$6/students and seniors. For
information call 924-4555.
Sponsored by the A.S. and
theatre arts department.
"College
Quickies,
Survival Cookbook" is a
humorously illustrated, easy
to follow cookbook with
quick recipes designed for the
busy college student. All
recipes contain only three to
four ingredients and take
about five minutes to prepare.
The book can be ordered from
Applezaba Press, P.O. Box
4134-1007, Long Beach, CA
90804. Send $9.95 plus $2.00
for postage.

As part of its February
Cultural Awareness program,
the San Jose Historical
Museum
presents
the
exhibition "Costumes and
the Arts." The exhibition will
run through February 26 San
Call museum for hours and
admissions at 287-2290.

’Penguins’ performed in amphitheatre last Thursday
By

E. Mark Moreno

Daily staff writer

Art for art’s sake or just crazy
Stanford boys?
A question like this might arise in
the minds of those who listen to
Mery Spiegal and the Penguins, a
Palo Alto -based band who
performed in the amphitheater
Thursday in a show sponsored by
the Association of Rock and Roll of
SJSU.
Only one ’fling can be worse than
growing up during the MTV-hard
body -Diet Pepsi electronic media
rape of the 80s generation: a
childhood spent in the popular rock radio -Brady Bunch media blitz of
the 70s. And despite their ages (19
through 23), the Penguins seem to

have that whole ghastly era imbued
into their music.
Strangely enough, it works.
One simply cannot sit through
their rendition of "Brandy"
originally by 70s one-shot wonders
without
The Looking Glass
swaying a little or at least
that
their
acknowledging
performance of the cover song is
unique. Not great, but insidiously
appealing, the melody and vocal
instantly
are
harmonies
recognizable as the closet cult
favorite of 15 years ago.
"We play a lot of 70s music when
we’re just fooling around," said
guitarist Mark Crimmins. "It’s a big
part of our heritage."
What singer Marty Arnest said

The Penguin’s
most requested
song is ’Goobers
and Raisinets.’
about the group’s "Brandy" cover
says something about their musical
outlook.
"It’s a great song, a good laugh,"
he said. "The only thing wrong with
it was that it was produced in the
70s."
"Some of (the music) was really
bad," Crimmins said. "Sort of a
genre that seemed dumb but we

look back and it seems, I don’t
know, ’cute’ or something."
The band was formed three years
ago when Crimmins, bassist Pete
Adamy and drummer Mike Heller,
who were known as The Alter
Boys, hooked up with Arnest to
form Mery Spiegcl and the
Penguins. The guys try to shun
catagorization, so the -lame doesn’t
mean anything. Or something like
that.
Both Adamy and Heller have
degrees from Stanford University.
Arnest is completing an English
major there, and Crimmins attends
"on and off."
The Penguins’ most requested
song is a ten minute number called
"Goobers and Raisinets," which is

based on an early 70s radio jingle.
"We were sort of playing
something
it just came to mind,"
Crimmins said.
This song
demonstrates the kind of mind tampering the band gets away with.
People might catch themselves
thinking, "I remember that! Can
that possibly be made to sound
good’? I can’t believe my foot’s
tapping. Damn, these guys are
deranged!"
Their demo tape, "Crawling
Through Your Movie," made the
San Francisco Bay Area top -ten list.
The band has just released its tirst
album, "Spitting Tree." They will
be performing Feb. 8th with The
Rise for a record release party at
One Step Beyond,

Powerful film is worth it
By Matthew D. Anderson
Day staff writer

With the price of movies, it’s a hitor-miss call when you spend hardearned money on a movie you know
nothing about. But if "Mississippi
Burning" is on the risk list, take it
off and fork out the bucks.
The film’s dazzling cast is led by
Gene Hackman, who plays FBI
Agent Ruppert Anderson, and
Willem Dafoe, who plays Special
Agent Ward. These two actors turn
in what may be the finest
performances of their illustrious
careers. Hackman is expected to
receive an Oscar nomination for
best actor and Dafoe may receive
one for best supporting actor.
The acting, along with Alan
Parker’s
directing,
make
"Mississippi Burning" a passionate,
colorful and timeless drama. The
scenery is terrific , and the gospel
music sung by Kitty Wells and
Lannie Spann McBride may be
some of the finest the motion
picture industry has offered.
The story is a fictionalized
account of the June 1964 murders
of three civil rights activists in
Mississippi. During the ensuing
investigation, it’s evident that the
characters played by Hackman and
Dafoc are two different people after
the same goal.
And the end result is a movie that
hits like a sledgehammer and is not
easily forgotten.
"What has four eyes but can’t sec?
Mississippi," Anderson jokes.
Initially you may laugh, but the
laughter will turn to silence when
you think about what was just said.
The movie is based on the shortsighted thinking of the residents in

The end result is a
movie that hits like
a sledgehammer.
Joessope CouiiLy Mississippi, and
the joke was about the blindness
most of the nation was, and still is,
encountering.
Parker could have added more
depth to some of the characters.
Anderson’s relationship with the
deputy sheriff’s wife (Frances
McDormand) could have been
taken a bit further. And the black
residents of Joessope County
seemed so lifeless you wanted to
reach out and do something to help.
The movie also has a tough time
choosing a focus between the FBI
agents and the Klu Klux Klan’s
destruction of the civil rights
movement. It showed the struggle
between the KKK and FBI fine, but
the plight of blacks got a little lost
in the process.
Mississippi Burning is a movie
that is going to get you thinking.
It’s the type that stirs up discussion
after you’ve watched it. And there
is no way you can walk out of the
theater and not think about it.
Anderson (Hackman) says it best:
"You know what they say about
baseball. It’s the only time a black
man can wave a stick at a white
man and not start a riot." And vice
versa.
At the movie’s end, you might
release a sigh of relief when the FBI
finishes its job. More likely, you’ll
let out a cry, knowing the clean-up
has just begun.

Mike Deemer -- Daily stall photographer

Marty Arnest, vocalist for Mery Spiegel and the Penguins, performs on campus
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A free checking account from San Francisco Federal Savings could he all the financial
aid you need
There are no per check charges!No monthly service charges. No access charges for our
automated tellers And, you can open your account for t little as $50.
You’ll also find that we have a Timely Teller ATM right on campus Which means that
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Enthusiastic fans
can’t lift Spartans
over NMSU, 77-60
By Robert Mallard
Dad y staff writer
An enthusiastic crowd of 1,684
couldn’t compensate for a fatigued
Spartans

basketball

team,

which

lost 77-60 to New Mexico State at

the Civic Auditorium Thursday
night.
It was the first home game for
SJSU (5-16 overall and 1-9 in the
Big West conference) since the
Jan. 18, when 10 players decided
to boycott SJSU coach Bill Berry.
The crowd’s enthusiasm
matched the determination with
which the Spartans played.
Junior guard Dwain Daniels
scored a career-high 18 points while
Johnny Johnson banged the boards
for nine rebounds. SJSU’s Craig
McPherson added 17 points.
The crowd went wild at the tout
minute mark after a Daniels steal and
Ii’. up cut the Aggie lead to 34-27.

Mike Dafferner Daily staff photographer
BATTLE OF THE BOARDS SJSI

plaers Johnn, Johnson (-Oland ’raig NtePherson (right fight fora rebound against New Me%ico Slate
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As a Navy nurse, you’ll find more
career possibilities than you ever
thought possible.
Right now, we have nursing
positions in our hospitals and station
facilities all around the world, end
we need your expertise.
Of course, you can expect a lot in
return.
You’ll be part of a team of professionals- keeping current with stateof-the-art technology and facilities
and providing your patients with
the very best medical treatment
available.

Berry,

Two McPherson baskets and a
Daniels free throw would bring
the Spartans to within seven at
34-27 and cause McCarthy to call
a timeout with 3:22 remaining in
the half.
NMSU ended the half with a
live point run and took a 39-30
lead at the intermission.
After a Desiano basket with
11:36 to go, the Aggies went on
an 11-0 run during the next three
minutes and pushed its lead to 20,
66-46.
The Spartans closed the lead to
14 but Keith Hill’s three-point
shot at the buzzer finished the
game at 77-60.
"I thought we played better
tonight than against Utah State,"
said Berry.
Daniels said the team could
"realistically win" a game with
eight remaining.
"We’ve showed we can stay
with teams," Daniels said.

You’ll get the respect and responsibility that come with being a Navy
officer-along with a solid starting
salary, generous benefits (including
30 days paid vacation), and worldwide travel possibilities after an
initial U.S. assignment.
The Navy also offers you many
free opportunities for specialty
training and advanced education.
So find out more about taking
your career further, Call collect
today at (415) 452-2900,
M-F, 9am- 5pm. There’s no
obligation.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

THAYER SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
FOR

MARKETING
MAJORS

Mini Semester
February 21 - June 6

SJSU CUMULATIVE GPA > 2.3

Courses include:
Rcal Estme Appraisal
Natural History

Register today
Call 288-3700 or visit the Admissions
& Records Office
is, spa- io for espress registration.)
San Jose City College
21(X) Moorpark Avenue
(at llighway 280)
San Jose, California 95128

a

Bill

SJSU basketball coach

NAVY NURSE.

COLLEGE

Mil (I. I) is an equal "marled} employer
It I (I’Dempleador - gee of tete oportentslades equdatuvos de emplees

’The crowd really
got behind the
kids. They were
instrumental,
helpful. I was
pleased with our
effort. We have to
get in a little
better shape. It
was very
noticeable.’

WE GIVE YOU MORE PLACES TO GO
WITH YOUR CAREER.

SAN JOSE CITY

"Word Processing
Acting for Television
English Composition

"The crowd really got behind the
kids. They were instrumental,
helpful," said SJSU coach Bill
Berry. "I was pleased with our
effort. We have to get in a little
bette r shape.
It was very noticeable."On
a down note, the team
teamed center Jan Svoboda will
miss the remainder of the season
because of a torn interior cruciate
ligament in his left knee.
Svoboda, who averaged 6.6 points
and 3.7 rebounds per game, had
arthroscopic surgery Thursday.
Daniels said Svoboda’s big body
helped the team’s defense and
created easy shots for him on
offense with his passing.
SJSU hit its first six shots
against a team that was15th in the
nation in points allowed.
" We had our hands in their
faces and and they were pumped
up," said Aggie Coach Neil
McCarthy.
McCarthy said that their defensive effort was as good as ever.
"1 think they handled our
defense very well,"
said
McCarthy.
The first 11 minutes of the
game consisted of constant lead
changes.
Dwain Daniels started the scoring with a 19 !Omer.

A McPherson layup tied the
score at 22-22 with 9:31 remaining in the first half. During the
preceding minutes, six Spartans
had scored.
During the next four minutes,
NMSU would go on a 12-0 run.

MUST have completed or be enrolled in lower division
Business Core Courses
MUST demonstrate financial need as determined
by the SJSU University Financial Aid Office
Applications are available in the Marketing Department - BT 750

APPLICATION DEADLINE
MARCH 2
C
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Actor Todd Bridges arrested;
charged with attempted murder
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Actor
Todd Bridges, best known fi,r his
role as Gary Coleman’s brother on
the television show "Diffrent
Strokes," was arrested for investigafion of attempted murder after allegedly shooting another man five
times, police said.
Bridges, 23. and Harvey Duckett,
30, were ordered held without bail at
the Los Angeles Police Department’s Parker Center Jail, police
Sgt. Doug Tantee said early Friday.
Duckett was also arrested for attempted murder, authorities said.
Bridges and Duckett were arrested
in connection with the shooting and

stabbing of Kenneth flay, who was
listed in critical but stable condition
at Martin Luther King Jr. -Drew
Medical Center with five gunshot
wounds and a stab wound.
On Jan. 25. Bridges was arrested
Cur investigation of possessing cocaine at the same house where
Thursday night’s shooting occurred.
but there wasn’t enough evidence to
prosecute, said district attorney’s
spokesman Andy Reynolds.
Another man, Vincent Bond, was
also arrested at that time for investigation of being an ex -convict in possession of a gun.
The Los Angeles Police Depart-
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ment’s Parker Center Jail, police
Sgt. Doug Tantee said early Friday.
Duckett was also arrested for investigation of attempted murder, authorities said.
Bridges and Duckett were arrested
in connection with the shooting and
stabbing of Kenneth Clay, who was
listed in critical but stable condition
at Martin Luther King Jr. -Drew
Medical Center with five gunshot
wounds and a stab wound.
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Clay was shot in both arms and
the chest and received graze wounds
on the chin and chest, as well as a
slash to his face. Tamer said.

FREE TO 6,7.

Missing Dublin girl was kidnapped
DUBLIN
(AP)
Authorities
said for the first time they believe
that a teen-age girl who vanished
while walking home from school
was kidnapped.
The FBI said Thursday that agents
will treat the disappearance of Ilene
Misheloff. 13. as a kidnapping.
Police here had classified her disappearance as a missing person case
although they said they weren’t ruling anything out in the search for
Ilene. the third girl from the San
Francisco East Bay area to be disappear in recent months. Authorities
did not believe the quiet, bright

youngster ran away.
infra-red camera went up on
Ilene’s parents, who insisted all Wednesday, but police were unable
along their daughter was abducted. to use it again Thursday.
appealed Thursday to the person
weather
the
"Unfortunately,
who has Ilene to let her go.
wasn’t good enough," police Sgt.
"Whoever has her, we want her Ahern said.
back." her mother. Madelyne MisThe infra-red device can detect
heloff. said.
heat given off by a body or other
"That person can disappear into items that may have been missed
the woodwork," she added. "Just as during the initial search Tuesday.
long as he doesn’t bother her and lets
Thousands of fliers hearing the
her come home. We love her and we girl’s likeness were distributed
want her home.’’
throughout Dublin and the East Bay,
Meanwhile, police said they had joining those of the other missing
no new leads in the case.
girls. Amber Swartz-Garcia and MiA helicopter equipped with an chaela Garecht.
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Revised federal let it burn’ policy hailed
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- State are great in California because of the
officials, private landowners and rapidly expanding rural populatimber industry representatives have tions." Cromwell said at a public
hailed proposed tightening of the hearing Thursday night on the
federal "let it bum" policy for some changes proposed by a federal reforest lands, but environmentalists view team in the wake of wildfires
are defending the guidelines that that ravaged the West last summer.
allow some wildfires to rage unBut Jim Eaton of the California
checked.
Wilderness Coalition said that "fire
"Careful management of fire and is part of the natural ecosystem. The
good public understanding are espe- ’let it hum’ policy is actually very
cially critical in a state like Califor- good in most areas of the forests.
nia, where national parks and na- Suppression activities can be more
tional forests contain intermingled or damaging than fires."
adjacent private lands," said Dean
Critics unfairly "jumped on the
Cromwell, the state Board of Forest- ’let it burn’ policy" during the rash
ry’s executive officer.
of fires that plagued Yellowstone
"Values at risk in an escaped fire National Park without noting that

there were bla/es all user the West
due to the drought. Eaton said. Current rules adequately allow for combating fires when necessary, he
added.
The public hearing, one of II
throughout the nation this month.
was the only one scheduled in California. Federal officials said they
hope to have a revised policy, which
takes into account public concerns,
by the coming fire season.
The current fire management policy for national parks and forests includes pros isions that, under certain
conditions including weather, allow
officials to let wildlands burn without actiVek balding bla/es.

Latchkey Diary
PrrurrAgy
My Asides -Felt
thty wore
go’ot mazy theme)*
before nvi first
41)( of jtoior high

FREE VISA MASTERCARD A SEARS
application for college students’
Just sand
sell addressed

AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on gravity) shift
and weekend shift (28-40 hr work
we.) Requires 1-3 yrs rnech or
dec assembly cop or eguly ad in

stamped envelop. to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4th St. Box
5, Philadelphia. Fie 19147 Apply

the sciences or computer prog
Must be a U 5 citizen We offer
100%
Cell
education
reimb

today for your future.

415 493-1600, x445, VARIAN

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, Want
good coverage you can afford,
We have quality plans at low
prices Monthly terms available
Call Mark Ellice at (408)943-9190
for 500 obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PI AN
Enroll Now’ Save your teeth eyes
and Money too Clenings and of lice visits at no charge For brochure see A S office of Student
Heelth Center or call (408071.11 in San Jo.
406-976-7002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every interest’ Roadventure
mance,
friendship,
I no. your message or you can
hear six messages from others.
try It. you 11 be elad you did Call
daily.

Mesta.* change
any toil
quently Only $2

fre-

AUTOMOTIVE
86 MERCURY COL PK WAGON, low
mileage
leather. all
options.
$11,800 ...offer. 997-1494
84 ISUZU IMPUI. SF SF 2 dr, fuel Irliec
lion, loaded with options. new
thee ENKI rirns, 690 mg..
.000 Call 947-0466

EIABYSITTER FOR 1 yr old, Mon -Fri.
1230.1 30 On campus while I sttend class E co req . 257-5321
CHILDCARE

POSITIONS
AVAIL 111111. F
Full and part time permanent positions available Northern
California Nannies, 175 San Antonio Rd. Suite 112, Los Altos. Ca
94022. (415)949.2933

COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at residential loc.’s, for
young adults & adolescents with
autism A related disabilities Full
and part lime positions avsilable
Starting W. 25 hr Call 1408)
448-3953
CRUISE
SHIP
JOBS"
Immediate
openings. Seasonal & career opportunities Excellent pay World
Travel. Call (refundable) 1-510)459-3535 cot P404
DISABLED SENIOR would like reap
methed couple to care lor her in
her home Mil board, call JAN
DURHAM. 10-4 PM, 296-3950
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl businesses It Investors seek
foreign nationals with first hand
knowledge of economic, busi
nese scientific, & political condi-

82 HONDA SHADOW 500 Low miles
Custom thirley-Davidson style
pipes Just tuned $1.000 080
Call Bob night .1 924-3271

tions in home country for consulting assistance For info send
resume to RCS Inr1.700 St Marys
PI
Sults 1400 San Antonio,
TX 78205 or 800-628-2828 Fxl 856

60 BUICK LE SABRE, 24r. V-8. new
brakes, tires & mom Runs excellent. very reliable groat condition,

HELP WANTED’ Are you
Math.,
Apply now lot ORIENTATION
LEADER and SUPERVISOR posl

82,000 obo Call 971-9732 OWN
66 FORD FAIRL *NE 500 2 dr, V-8. AT,
new paint, runs well. must see.
$1100 obo Call 268-2344
APPLE PERSONAL MODEM 1200 usd
crki ether. cable
6 ms cc
manuals $175 obo 270-2619 (Tan)

FOR SALE
Munkbeds 5129 eedframes sysiioble now If your bed isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you like. why not get a new bed,
Our beds are very comfortable
cheep Call 945415511
OUEEN MATTRESS SET $145, full Ite
$100, daybed $145, dinnette 596,
everything new’ Call 243-2337
ELECTRIC

TYPE-

WRITER 2 years old with 2 ribbons. correction ribbons Has all
the beat feetures Can be con’
owned
to
we’d
process.,
12000150 267-3024 after 5 pm
13" TV, color, good picture. MOO Modern Scandinavian rocking chair
Wither 6 wood, $1110 Call 729.
1906

HELP WANTED
ARE YOU A BRIGHT, motivated, enthusioefic student looking for an
Internship? Greet opportunity for
invaluable exporter,. In
ritel
working

Greet stipend package.
LOOKING FOR PC WIZARD. *open
enthusiast to aseist RIO Co installing stale 01 150 all graphks
software It hardware P T now. F
In summer Call Angle at AVTEX
Research Corp . (406)997-9100

MATTRESS SETS" NEW" BEDS"
Twin 985, 1911 $95. queen $145.
king $188 You gel both pieces

SMITH CORONA

lions for August 89 Applicetions
In Student Activities. Old Cafeteria Bldg Deedline February 24th

environment
Contact
Paul Schertet Art Director, ANY
MOUNTAIN LTD , 235-6162

OFFICE ASSIST needed pt night.
wknds Flex ached 15-20 hrs wk
5556 sterting Greet college lob.
Call Carol or Sliri et RUSSELL’.
FURNITURE 296-7393
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part tIme security
officer’s ell shifts Full part time
evening process servers We will
train Apply In person Mon -Fri,
NAM -IPM. 210 Meridian Ave . San
Jose. Aculects, Inc

STUDENT INTERVIEWERS NEEDED.
To conduct Interviewing for research protect at SJSU Mull
have at least one year of 5.150 ex.
perlence Most be self stsrlet,
good Interpersonal skills Interview treining provided

Must be

ensgive to multi -cultural student
needs and Issues Flexible hours,
15.20 hours week 56 05 hr Some
evening work required Aeolic.
lion deadline-F.0ov February 10
1981 Appointment begins February IS, enc. May 1909 Pick up
applications and lull lob description at Student Activities A So.
ices Office (Old Cat -92459501 or
Student Development Services
(Walhquisl Central-924-2575)

Wanda Folk

HEAR 794017 ITS ALL WA& FAULT’ IF YOU
cAeES wOuLO STAY AT HONE MID RAISE
MK, IWO KEEP OUR HOMES CLEAN,
’THERE S BE NO PROBLEM’ INSTEAD,YDU
COME To WORK 152 11661
sHiRTs AN’GETOuR HORMONES
4 text" UP.. THEN YARD- US
"
WITH lAkiSerrs WREN WE
i
e ’)y SHOW YOU ATTENT

SERVICES

PROFES-

SIONAL to work as an academic
advisor In the Business Student
Advisement Center 20 hrs orli flex
hrs avall $1064 hr. applications
avail in BC

109. call 924-3435
Must be senior or grad student on
good standing The School of
Business is an equal opportunity affirmative action employer
STUDENT

UNION
INFORMATION
CENTER is now hiring tor work.
study positions Contact Student
Union Director’s OM. at 924.

THE LITTLE
VOICE INSIbE
HIS HEAD!!

4111I
Tire Census bureau
reported on& her dechne.
UI prcklUChvif

SERVICES

STUDENT

P.1155 ENZYME GET mE
moRAL Coni SGENCE!
MELLO, MURRAY? 44
I HEM)... I WESS
’TIME FCR. YOU
lb 5END 1owN..-

Laugh Lines

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Gary Delamore

ELAND-’
STANLEY SPEAKINiS
11E3 1,041T!!? Stfr
HE’S CNLY to YEARsOKPq, THANKS FM
THE WARNM.S...

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing or using chemical depth-

1.114E6

.4.LIJNEN vOu ?ROARS HAd
Tueseo 114LS INTO SOINC,
WHOA WEIRD

WE /IOTA TIPTOE
AROUND VALI SO’S WE

ocau’T GET eIRED,..
I mEANMOW ARE WE
S.PosED 1/5 RE

\erresprrcLuE17
*S%
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tories

Lel me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini tummy. moustache, etc
15% discount to students and faculty Call before June I. 1969 and
get your first appl at 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Care Gwen Chelgren, R 0,
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom Ave
CC
Hal( Today Gone Tumor

6310
TEACHERS NEEDED for school age
CHILD DEV CENTERS, downtown location Must have 6
unit. In ECE CD Call 9904204
end or 279-0856
TELEMARKETING.
SETTING
Part

APPOINTMENT
time 5200

POSSIBLE, daily cesh Walking
distance from campus, friendly
At.
atmosphere
supportive
ternoon A evening shifts avail.
able

Good voice & personality

Call BIAS al 296-3033

Classified

DESKTOP

PUBLISHING SERVICES
Brochures.
flyers.
graphics
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all fields up to executives We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes for tusi $30,
FREE DELIVERY Ftheline Designs. (415)964-9183

TAURANT

WRITING.

56.$8 hr to start 50 positions Reception Security, no tap nec FT PT.
day swing grove shifts Weekly
pay dental med beneffts We are
looking for friendly people to
Apply VANwork in Hilech
GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scoff
Blvd. Santa Clare (between San
Tomas A Olcott)

HOUSING
ROOM 4 RENT In sunny 2-Ix1rm hou.
4 older student prof Wshr dry,
yrd.$415 mo 298-4508 eves

LOST AND FOUND

TYPING

$1 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Orrick turnaround All work guer
snted Thanks
AAAA-AL WYS AVAIL ABL F AND OFFORADABL IT Professional word
processing, letter quality. reasonable Wes, quick turnaround
Call Shelly (408)247-2520

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening wear, speclailting In
weddings, formal, etc REASON*.
OLE RATES, quality work in Wil-

laser printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA at (408) 94636112 to reserve your time now

able business experience end tor
nrtr
Englgth motor
WILLOW

/kW WHEN OVERWHELMED by re

reports. theses
etc .1 251-0449

(esp

51 50 per

EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING

On campus pickup delivery tel.
ter quality Term papers. group
pro)ects. theses, resumes. faculty

Sclen.).

protects, el< AP*, MLA, Turablan
format. Owl guirt (27 yril cup
Call Rol 274-3664 (1es. rm.
sage) *oath** 7 days week

ANN’s WORD PROCESSING theses Reports - Letters No time fo type
your paper, Call Mary Ann al
Ann A Santa Clara, 241-5490

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for you
wader.. business, legal word

A-1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Available night
and dey Rush lobs are My speci-

processing needs Term papers.
reports, resumes, letters, group
protects, manuals, theses. etc

ality Cell Pam at (408)225-5025 or

letter quely All formats plus
APA Free disk elorege. SPE1

(408)225-9009

CHER, punclustion, grammar assistance Ali work guaranteed
For that professional. quick I dependable werry-thstr service at Its
best, call PAM et 247-2681 (Santa
Clara) AFFORDABLE STUDENT &
FACULTY RATES,
GO WITH THE BEST! Top-wasely secretarial service for ALL your
WORD processing needs Graphics, coons letters. reports. menu scripts. resumes, tom papers,
theses Let our Words work tor
you’ Editing, grammar A spell
checking All work done on
PS Laser Printer or printing from
your disk Both IBM IL Mac computers Special student rate’ Call
Printy
WORDWORKS el 253WORD 0.253 -WORK
PROFESSIONAL

TYPY1NG a WORD
PROCESSING 15 years experience Reasonable rates I foal
turn -around Close to campus
Phone 292-4096

RESUME WRITING II TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word processing
Career consultations
Bay area s ol professional serv.
ice

Career Cell Or, 1765 Scott
Blvd. Santa Cie., 243-4070

Print Your Ad Here
30 letters arid spaces fOr each line)

Ad Rates

PERSONALS

Minimum three lines on one day

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed fo eeeee Speclailt.
own
very
Confidential, your
probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywood

Each

SOCIAL group tor
Asian I non Asian men Potlucks
par.. campIngplcnks For free
news letter write P0 Box 6262
San Jose 95155

ITALIAN AMERICAN who speaks too
Ili. Italian seeks fluent pal Call
Christina at 9969644

Two

One

Ave . San Jose
FRIENDLY GAY

3 Lines
4 Lines

Four

Three

Five

Extra

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

Day

$390

$480

$5 25

$5 50

$5 75

$1 00

$640

$660

$1 15
$1 30
$1 45

$480

$570

$6 15

5 Lines

$5 70

$6 60

$700

$730

$750

6 Lines

$655

$750

$790

$8 10

$840

,
.0

I

Each Additional Line Add $ 90
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
Lines $70 00

UTHE RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 1011,
San Cerlos For mono Information

10-14
5-9 Lines $5000
15 Plus Lines $90 00

Address

Phone 924-3277
City 8 State

Nort,

SOUTH BAY
406-975-2002
BULL ETIN BOARD
Now there
is fest, easy way to meet gustily
people In the privacy of your
home It s so easy, When you call,
you will be told how to leave your
own fn..ge or hear six different
mesugos left by others There
are measages from people with all
types of interests When you hoer
something you like, glve that perloll Only

SHIRLEY at 379-3519
PRP

(Count appcOrmalel)c

WARD

son call Thal

GLEN area
COMPUTER- fasteccurete. near Hamilton Winchester, Campbell Call

sonable rates We’re fast, dependable grimmer -experienced Col.
lege grads. so call u with papers,

LOST DIAMOND SOLITAIRE RING In
DUDLEY
104101
Irtthrm.
MOOREHO (408) 484-9187 RE

about activities, call Rev
Firnhabitt at 296-0204

Word
mats) Equipment used
Pertect
HPLatierJoill Conalder.

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT. Academic
word proceasing our specialty
quality
accuracy
Guaranteed
Frea disk storage proofing Roe-

ports to be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad-

low Glen area call Maria at 4465494

resumes WIII gladly assist w
grammar, punctuation, and son

Only 15 minutes from campus

AAAA-ACCURACY,
ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE In typing that’s lops
Trust TONY, 294.2087 Thank.

Wide variety of music
lor your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Oesir.
or Phil at 270-8960 or 922.7359
EDITING,
OF
SEARCH" Ousilly work Call DEE
al (406)292-7029

tune structure (knowledgsble on
Turablart IPA, & Cempbell for-

841-5036

provides

PROOFREADING,

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime’ Professional word-processing services that include last turnaround.
guarantee copy, grammar edging,

SERVICES

sumes. word-processing All subOusilfleti
writers
Reacts
writing Catalogue Work guaranteed
Low rites
Collegiate
Communications Berkeley (415)

Writing Cashing
Manu
tecturers Hanover 051 S ’Valuable Member Privileges Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at
6th and San Salvador
DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party, we ve got
the music’ Michel Productions

RESEARCH

Acsdenic. paper. thesis assistance GlthstwrIting edging, re-

Joln WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits Include Tultion
Books -Computer Loans .Cum.
pawn. Savings Rates
’Free

PROFESSIONAL

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
of term papertrosearch protects

STANFORD GRAD will tutor physics I
math at good rates *yell at
(415)326-6862

Check

WAITRESS WANTED, part-time, lunch
shift. It AM.2 30 PM week days
Good lips. experience preferred
or will train Call L FROY al 2799920 OKAYAMA JAPANESE RES-

uate and undergred Resumes.
term paws, theses. reports of all
kinds Student rates for Under’
grads Available day, eves, weekends by lapel Call Anna 972.4992

It’ Call today $2

Enclosed is $

_For_

Dry.

Circle a Classification
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost 8 Found

DENzor

OR CASI4TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
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Classined Desk Located Inside

Personals
Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication dales only

Typing
San Jose, California 95192

No

refunds on cancelled ads
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Parking
From /wee I
But because the issue is currently
being investigated. Rice declined to
release the data until the mediation
process is complete.
The data was obtained through the
Freedom of Information Net. The
existence of the extra funds ss as discovered by a union accountant after
exhaustive research. Rice said
"It’s going to surprise a lot of
people.’ he said.
Officials trom both the CSU and
the A.S. deny extra funds for parking structures exist.
Since parking projects are paid for
by a self-supporting ItInd. parking
fees had to be raised in order to meet
the protected cost tOr new garages
11%er the nest five sears, tile’, said.
Revenues bettiie the lee increase

came to $14 million per year,
according to George Pardon, financial management specialist with the
CSU. Over the next five years. over
$100 million will be needed for
parking projects. he said. The new
fees should generate $28 million per
yeal. he said.
According to Pardon, the CSU has
$13 million in reserves that need to
be used for special allocations, such
as for paying off damages from lawsuits. The parking lot at Cal State
Northridge is estimated to cost about
$14.8 million.
"Our reserves wouldn’t build one
parking lot." he said.
The union’s accusations are made
without Itxiking through financial records. Pardon said. and represent
only. external intoi ’nation.
"They don’t make points. They
make continents.’’ he added.
Members of the A.S. fear that it
the faculty does not pt’. Ow iii

creased fees, parking projects on
CSU campuses across California
will halt due to a lack of funds.
"I don’t want to see students pay
more tees than they already are,"
said Leigh Kirmsse, director of California State Affairs.
The CSU has already placed a
freeze on construction of a parking
garage at Northridge and other campuses until the fact -finder makes his
decision.
The resolution that will be discussed by the A.S. on Wednesday is
similar to statements made by other
CSU schools. It asks faculty members to pay the higher fee.
Instructors contend they should
not have to pay the extra parking
tees because employees in the private sector generally don’t have to
pay such fees.
"When students graduate, they’re
probably not going to have to pay for
park iii. Rice said.

Buses: Transit times cause missed trains
a. in c
"1 xx ould really like io take the
meet everyone’s demands.
\lark %Minefield, a spokesper- train to avoid traffic," said Amberg,
"hut the current bus scheduling
s,ifi tor the transit depanneni
"We do have a program going on makes it impossible."
The Santa Clara County "Fransporcalled timed transfer." said Michelle
Waugh. public communitv specialist ’anon recently. purchased 55 new
toi the Santa Clara Counts lr.iiispiii - I 988 buses at a cost ot stt iii Ili,iri_
1,111011 Department. "But we xc been
img a kit because of light rail "
Amberg said a woman she spoke
to at the transportation department
%%as surprised to learn that SJSU
Mtge I
heduled classes on a regular basis.
coach Berry .
She told Me she’d never een
"He also has a commitment to
seen an SJSU class schedule... Ain
berg said "They didn’t knot:, vv hat us.’ Perry said.
Perry doesn’t believe the school
nine lasses Nele. stl they ,ouldn’t
did the former players a favor by al.id lust the schedule .1,, iii ngly "
ileCallse she is a semol. Amberg lowing them to keep their scholhad no choice but to red sic’ tor a 10 arships. He doesn’t belie% e the play -

Hoffman

From page I
owned building, but it’s actually
owned, managed, created, operated
and versed; by the staff of the
chancellor’s oft ice.
"It’s inaccurate to call it a non state project. The only thing that’s
not state about it is who’s paying for
it," he said.
Student union fees, raised to $65
this semester, could increase several
times during the next three or four
years, McCarthy said.
Student union fees may increase
$8 this fall, said Ron Barrett. student
union director. However, only $3 of
the $8 would go toward Rec Center
cost overruns. The other $5 will go
to student union operating costs.
This portion of the fee has not been
raised since 1981. Barrett said.

Ban

will a reported cost of $167,000 per
bus.
"This latest purchase is part of
ongoing efforts to provide sate,
modern and convenient transportation." said James Reading, agency
director of County Transportation, in
a recent press release.

From page I
"It’s not safe to have skateboards
and bicycles on campus, anywhere
on campus." said Clair Jennet,
human performance professor and
planning committee board member.
Sivertsen pointed to the parking
problem and said people should be
allowed to ride their bikes to and
across SJSU’s large campus.
"Banning bicycles doesn’t coner’s
scholarships
were
never
tribute to that concept," she said.
threatened.
The ban was proposed by the
Players at other universities have
quit teams while retaining their Campus Safety Committee last February due to concerns about pedesscholarships. he said.
Waters believes the program can trian safety.
be an outstanding one in the future.
However. the boycotters are con
the
team.
aht"

tuturt "I the

AIDS incubation period unknown
How
LOS AN(11-11-S (AN
long a person flies the AIDS virus
not %%holier they %vete mice led
seems to
hs sex or tainted blood
determine %% Iden sx mptoms lust appeal. scientists sax
A study comparing Calitonna homosevuals and PCIIIISR:1111111 hemophillOt.’s V. :IS published in Friday’s
issue of the Journal of the American
Medical Association by Dr. Janine
Jason, William Darrow and colleagues at the national Centers tor
Disease Control in Atlanta.
Researchers wonder whether the
incidence of full-fledged AIDS and
the amount tit time it takes

Rec

toms to develop differs tot x ;trious
The study \\ as limited by the relagroups at risk of A II)S Such groups tiel y small number of participants
include gay men int ected dui ilig sex. and lilt’ !ail they came from only two
intravenous drug addicts intected by geographic areas But the scientists
tainted blood on dirty needles, and said the findings suggest the length
hemophiliacs xx ho get the v lins from of time a person has been infected by
contaminated blood products
the s mu.. not the route of infection.
The study of AMS s irus in leered
in determining when
Men included 117 San Francis,ii liii is the key factor
ant infected person develops sympmirosesualsdl’cniitsxix
mophiliacs vv ho %%ere nut’, lied into toms of AIDS.
Meanwhile. an editorial in today’s
subgroups infected tor the same
amount ot time The s, hun isis found journal urges greater use of psychotherapy.
groups for doctors ;ind othno statistically significant tilt lerenee
in the incidence it AIDS. 21 percent ers who suffer "sometimes crippling
of the hemophiliacs arid 27 percent stress because of their work treatot the homosexuals
ing AIDS patients.

Thinking of the perfect Valentine’s gift?
Buy a LOVE LINE in the Spartan Daily!

Bush says bail -outs
will not be ’popular’
WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Bush said last week
that any plan to rescue the troubled savings and loan industry
"is not going to be popular" but
he pledged that the government
will continue to guarantee the
safety of insured deposits.
Bush met at the White House
with Democratic and Republican
leaders of Congress to seek their
ideas on how to resolve the S&L

Nevertheless. Bush told the
congressional leaders, "you’re
not being presented here with a
stacked deck. We need ideas and
if we’re overlooking something.
we want to know what it is."
The president said. "Whatever
we conic up with will not he popular. And I expect then whatever
you come up with will not be
popular. But we’ve got to get on
and get the problem solved."

"We’ve got a big problem in
the savings and loan" industry.
Bush told the lawmakers, meeting in the Cabinet Room. "There
are no easy answers no worrying
about blame
plenty to go
around. I want to see the problem
solved . ’
House Speaker Jim Wright, DTexas, and Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell. DMaine, pledged their cooperation
in seeking a solution.
Setting out a timetable for producing an administration plan.
Bush said he will meet Saturday
with Treasury Department officials to hear their final recommendations and then early next
week reveal the course he will
take.

The administration is worried
that advertisements from banks in
three states questioning the safety
of savings and loan accounts may
needlessly scare depositors who
are already worried.
White House Chief of Staff
John Sununu, who was present at
today’s meeting. criticized the
ads Thursday at a private. hourlong meeting of Bush and five
S&L and bank trade associations,
said Frederick Webber, president
of the U.S. League of Savings Institutions, who attended the meeting.
The congressional auditing and
investigative agency said Congress should provide a plan to
raise $85 billion over three years.
coupled with a reform package.

Lost Hughes Aircraft executive
found by FBI agents in Houston

Ed
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Greer was on the fast track at
Hughes Aircraft. but it turned out the
young executive hated corporate
life, and when he vanished without a
trace in 1981 former colleagues fantasized that he had become a beach
bum.
As it turned out, they weren’t that
far from the truth, said Greer, who
was tracked down by FBI agents in
Houston.
The man who once epitomized the
yuppie dream of climbing the corporate ladder as quickly as possible
was discovered last October masquerading under the name of Ken-

neth Roy Heani and working quietly
at a small oil exploration firm.
The find both ended and validated
the theories of corporate daydreamers who surmised that Greer left the
fast track for a world free of corporate worries after telling a coworker. "never become too good at
something you hate. They’ll make
you do it the rest of your life.
No one from his past saw or heard
from him again until FBI agents, trying to learn why someone in Texas
was using the name of Kenneth Roy
Hearn of Alabama. tracked him to
his office at Input -Output Inc.
As his former colleagues sur-

mixed, the man who liked to take
king walks on the beach near Hughes
Aircraft’s El Segundo plant had indeed headed for the sand and surf.
He lived in Florida for a time. fixing
boat engines and hanging out .
"There are a lot of pretty girls on
the beach." he explained.
But he eventually decided to go
buck to a regular job.
" After a while, I got tired o f
never having enough money and
never having an ID," he said.
As for the pretty girls, "Unfortunately, about the time you get to
know them, they’ve gone back to
Muncie." Greer said.
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Don’t rack your brain
trying to think what to
get your valentine. The
answer is a LOVE LINE
in the Spartan Daily.
Tell that special someone
what you’re thinking by
sending your valentine
message in the Spartan
Daily LOVE LINE section.
To send your own LOVE
LINE, just stop by the
LOVE LINE booth in
front of the Student
Union February 6-9 or
visit the Spartan Daily,
DBH 207, until February
9. Accepting cash or
personal check.
Put your mind at ease
this Valentine’s Day...
a LOVE LINE
in the Spartan Daily is ’
a valentine gift anyone
would love to receive.
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